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ABSTRACT
We present a novel approach (DyNODE) that captures the underlying dynamics of a system by
incorporating control in a neural ordinary differential equation framework. We conduct a systematic
evaluation and comparison of our method and standard neural network architectures for dynamics
modeling. Our results indicate that a simple DyNODE architecture when combined with an actor-critic
reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm that uses model predictions to improve the critic’s target values,
outperforms canonical neural networks, both in sample efficiency and predictive performance across a
diverse range of continuous tasks that are frequently used to benchmark RL algorithms. This approach
provides a new avenue for the development of models that are more suited to learn the evolution of
dynamical systems, particularly useful in the context of model-based reinforcement learning. To assist
related work, we have made code available at https://github.com/vmartinezalvarez/DyNODE.
1. Introduction
Deep reinforcement learning (RL) is currently one of the
most successful applications of deep learning, with use in a
wide range of continuous control and decision making tasks,
ranging from robotics to video games (Lillicrap et al., 2015;
Mnih et al., 2015; Silver et al., 2016). In the last few years, the
search for new reinforcement learning algorithms has turned
to model-based reinforcement learning (MBRL) (Nagabandi
et al., 2017). In this context, learning dynamics models that
are accurate enough for planning is a challenging and im-
portant problem (Moore and Atkeson, 1993). Previously,
advancements in deep RL have generally revolved around
model-free approaches, which do not attempt to learn a dy-
namics model, but rather use direct interaction with the en-
vironment to learn a policy or a value function (Schulman
et al., 2017; Levine et al., 2015a). However, while these
algorithms are generally better in terms of asymptotic per-
formance and can easily be extended to high dimensional
problems, their success in terms of performance comes at
the cost of being data-expensive, since they require a large
number of interactions with the environment. This can be
impractical in robotic systems and thus largely limits their
applications to simulated domains. On the other hand, by
learning a model of the environment and then using it as
a substitute of the real system, MBRL algorithms have the
potential of being significantly more sample efficient than
their model-free counterparts (Nagabandi et al., 2017; Wang
and Ba, 2019).
Model-based RL approaches usually struggle to match
the asymptotic performance of model-free algorithms (Wang
et al., 2019). In particular, policy improvement takes into
consideration a learned model, which might not accurately
capture the true dynamics of the system. Thus, inaccurate
predictions are made with high-confidence and changes in
policy parameters are (falsely) predicted to have a significant
effect on the expected return. As a result, such policies will
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exploit these deficiencies and get stuck at suboptimal behav-
iors. In cases where few samples are available to the agent
to learn a model, model-bias âĂŞ a problem that emerges
when selecting with certainty only one dynamics model from
a large possible collection - gets exacerbated and learning
a faithful representation of the environment becomes even
more challenging (Gal et al., 2016). Furthermore, due to the
curse of dimensionality, in high dimensional environments
even very small errors tend to compound and propagate, es-
pecially for long planning horizons.
Recent advancements in the field have managed to reduce
the effects of model-bias through the use of probabilistic
models (Chua et al., 2018) and ensembles (Kurutach et al.,
2018), which incorporate model uncertainty into planning
and decision making and help learn policies that are more
robust to model errors. In this context, high-capacity func-
tion approximators are usually considered one of the default
starting point for dynamics modeling in MBRL. However,
neural networks are notoriously data hungry and prone to
overfitting when data is scarce. Furthermore, since explo-
ration is coupled with the policy (Wiering and Schmidhuber,
1998), algorithms with learned dynamics that are stuck at
suboptimal behaviors do not increase the performance when
collecting more data, an issue known as dynamics bottleneck
(Wang et al., 2019).
On the other hand, many of the environments used to
benchmark continuous control RL algorithms are modeled
by differential equations, i.e., the state evolves according to
a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE), which
describes the underlying physical laws that govern the envi-
ronment, namely the transition function (Tassa et al., 2018).
We aim to exploit the similarities between the way the states
evolve in these systems and the Neural Ordinary Differen-
tial Equations (NODEs) (Chen et al., 2018) paradigm, and
establish a natural connection between them to learn a world
model.
Inspired by this physical connection, we propose a new
method that is better fit to distill the dependencies of systems
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whose evolution is dictated by differential equations. The
main contribution of our work is the proposal of a novel mech-
anism (DyNODE) to learn dynamics models in continuous
control by integrating actions in the NODE (Chen et al., 2018)
framework while propagating the state value errors. Also, we
demonstrate that such a model can reduce the effect of error
compounding from model predictions across the imagina-
tion length, for both low and high dimensional environments.
Moreover, we show that DyNODE, when combined with a
model-free reinforcement learning algorithm that uses model
predictions to improve value estimation, outperforms canoni-
cal neural networks both in sample efficiency and predictive
performance across a diverse range of continuous tasks that
are frequently used to benchmark RL algorithms.
2. Related Work
Probabilistic models: Probabilistic models have been
used in MBRL algorithms that perform a policy search with
backpropagation through time for many years, with PILCO
(Deisenroth and Rasmussen, 2011) being a prominent exam-
ple. Instead of using a model to simulate the interaction of the
agent with the environment and gather imagined data, these
methods compute an analytic gradient of the objective with
respect to the parameters of the policy and update the pol-
icy accordingly. The dynamics models in these methods are
probabilistic, with function approximators being Gaussian
processes (Deisenroth and Rasmussen, 2011), time-varying
Gaussian-linear processes (Levine and Abbeel, 2014; Levine
et al., 2015b; Montgomery and Levine, 2016) or a mixture
of Gaussian processes (Khansari-Zadeh and Billard, 2011).
The dynamics model in the SVG algorithm (Heess et al.,
2015) is also probabilistic, but uses observations from the
real environment, rather than from the simulated one. These
probabilistic model approaches are data-efficient but often
struggle to scale to high-dimensional environments and non-
linear dynamics (Nagabandi et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2019),
suffering from the problem of vanishing or exploding gradi-
ent. The results presented by Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2019)
show that these methods are outperformed by Dyna-style or
Shooting algorithms in all but two out of 18 OpenAI Gym
(Brockman et al., 2016) environments.
Ensembles: Model ensembles have been successfully
used in Dyna-style algorithms (Sutton, 1991) to improve
their performance. Instead of using a single model to capture
the dynamics of the system, such methods (Clavera et al.,
2018; Kurutach et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018) use an ensem-
ble to mitigate the effects of model imperfections, while also
maintaining uncertainty in the decision-making process. MB-
MPO (Clavera et al., 2018), for example, manages to reduce
even more the reliance on an accurately learned model by
meta-learning a policy that can adapt to any of the dynamic
models in the ensemble in one gradient step. While an ensem-
ble of networks results in a more precise simulation of the
environment, the individual models that compose the ensem-
ble use standard neural network architectures as the function
approximator. Chua et al. (Chua et al., 2018) introduce PETS,
a state-of-the-art MBRL algorithm that consists of an ensem-
ble of probabilistic neural networks and uses particle-based
trajectory sampling. In (Buckman et al., 2018), the authors
propose a stochastic ensemble value expansion (STEVE), that
dynamically interpolates between model rollouts of various
horizon lengths for each individual example, generalizing
Model-Based Value Expansion (MVE) (Feinberg et al., 2018)
that use only a single learned dynamics model to improve
value estimation.
3. Background
3.1. Reinforcement Learning
We represent an environment as a discrete-time finite
Markov decision process (MDP)  defined by the tuple
( ,, 푓 , 푟, 훾, 푝0,퐻). Here,  is the state space,  is theaction space, 푠푡+1 ∼ 푓 (푠푡, 푎푡) is the transition distribution, 푟: × → ℝ is the reward function, 훾 is the discount factor,
푝0 ∶  → ℝ represents the initial state distribution, and
퐻 is the horizon of the process. The goal of reinforcement
learning is to find a policy 휋휙 ∶  × → ℝ that maximizesthe expected return, i.e.,
max
휙
퐽 (휙) = max
휙
피
[∑
푡
훾 푡푟(퐬푡, 퐚푡)
]
. (1)
Usually, RL attempts to learn the parameters 휙 of the policy
휋휙(퐚푡|퐬푡) such that the expected sum of rewards is maximizedunder the induced trajectory distribution 휌휋 . We can mod-ify this objective to incorporate an entropy term, such that
the policy now also aims to maximize the expected entropy
퐻(휋휙(·|푠푡)) under the induced 휌휋 . Therefore, the maximumentropy objective becomes:
휙∗ = argmax
휙
푇∑
푡=1
피
(퐬푡,퐚푡)∼휌휋
[푟(퐬푡, 퐚푡) + 훼(휋휙(·|퐬푡))], (2)
where 훼 is a temperature parameter that controls the trade-off
between optimizing for the reward and for the entropy of
the policy. This maximum entropy RL framework is used in
SAC (Haarnoja et al., 2018) to derive a soft policy iteration,
alternating between policy evaluation and policy improve-
ment. To handle continuous action spaces, SAC then extends
this soft policy iteration by using parameterized function ap-
proximators to represent both the Q-function 푄휃 (critic) andthe policy 휋휙 (actor). The soft Q-function parameters 휃 areoptimized to minimize the soft Bellman residual,
퐽푄(휃) = 피(퐬푡,퐚푡,푟푡,퐬푡+1)∼
[1
2
(
푄휃(퐬푡, 퐚푡) − (푟푡 + 훾푉휃̄(퐬푡+1))
)2] ,
(3)
푉휃̄(퐬푡+1) = 피퐚푡+1∼휋휙
[
푄휃̄(퐬푡+1, 퐚푡+1) − 훼 log휋휙(퐚푡+1|퐬푡+1)] ,
(4)
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Figure 1: 푎) Using a uniform random policy, we sample a variable number of rollouts, where each of them can have different
lengths. 푏) In the neural network baseline (down), the sample tuples contains only two consecutive states and the action, and the
loss function considers the predicted state (red) for only a single step. In the DyNODE case (top), we sample entire rollouts and
propagate the state value predictions through a NODE dynamics model while minimizing the prediction error across the whole
horizon length.
where퐷 is the replay buffer, 훾 is the discount factor, and 휃̄ are
delayed parameters. The policy parameters 휙 are optimized
to update the policy towards the exponential of the soft Q-
function,
퐽휋(휙) = 피퐬푡∼
[
피
퐚푡∼휋휙
[훼 log휋휙(퐚푡|퐬푡) −푄휃(퐬푡, 퐚푡)]] . (5)
It has been shown that there is an increase in robustness
and stability when using this stochastic, entropy maximizing
RL framework (Haarnoja et al., 2018). Hence, by using the
learned model to improve the target critic values, the learning
procedure resembles that of an on-policy method while still
being off-policy.
In fact, an alternative to using model rollouts for direct
training of a policy is to improve the quality of target values of
the samples collected from the real environment. For this pur-
pose, we chose Model-Based Value Expansion (MVE) (Fein-
berg et al., 2018), which showed that a learned dynamics
model can be used to improve value estimation. Specifically,
MVE forms temporal difference (TD) targets by combining
a short term value estimate formed by unrolling the model
dynamics and a long term value estimate using the learned Q
function. When the model is accurate, this reduces the bias
of the targets, leading to improved performance. Thus, to
better determine the relationship between training on model-
generated data and using model predictions to improve target
values, we augment SAC with the H-step Q-target objective
as follows:
1
퐻
퐻−1∑
푡=−1
(
푄휃(퐬̂푡, 퐚̂푡) −
(퐻−1∑
푡=1
훾푘−푡푟̂푘 + 훾퐻푄휃(퐬̂퐻 , 퐚̂퐻 )
))2
.
(6)
3.2. Neural Ordinary Differential Equations
A myriad of processes in the real world are described
through the evolution of continuous hidden states, which pro-
duce observations that are in turn sequential and continuous.
The behavior of these hidden states is governed by differential
equations, hence any attempt to predict their future configu-
ration, i.e., solving the initial value problem (IVP), should be
based on temporal integration methods that are appropriate
for solving such a system of differential equations. Neural
Ordinary Differential Equations (Chen et al., 2018) use neural
network blocks to parameterize the local derivative of the
input across the interval between the input and the output. In
order to compute the output, the derivative is fed to a black-
box ODE solver with some numerical integration method.
In particular, one block of a residual network produces the
following mapping:
h푡+1 = h푡 + 푓휃(h푡), (7)
where 휃 are the parameters of a neural network 푓휃 , h푡 and
h푡+1 are an input and an output of a residual block. This map-ping corresponds to a one-step Euler method for numerical
integration. Neural ODEs connect residual neural networks
(ResNets) with differential equations and extend this idea by
considering a ResNet to be a finite and discrete approxima-
tion to the solution of an ODE. In the ResNet forward update
function,
h푡+1 = h푡 + 푓 (h푡, 휃푡), (8)
we can consider 푓 (h푡, 휃푡) to be the parametrization of a vectorfield describing the evolution of the hidden state h푡 ∈ ℝ퐷at time 푡, for some parameters 휃푡 which usually denote theweights of a neural network. By going to the limit of very
small time-steps, and treating 푡 and 휃푡 as independent param-eters, we obtain the following ODE problem:
푑h(푡)
푑푡
= 푓 (h(푡), 푡, 휃). (9)
4. Dynamics Learning using DyNODE
In this section, we describe the NODE based dynamics
model architecture (DyNODE) which can learn the vector
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field associated to the transition function of the environment,
푑s(푡)
푑푡
= 푓 (s(푡), a(푡), 푡, 휃), (10)
when control is included in the form of policy-generated ac-
tions. In control problems, actions impact the evolution of
the states because they usually involve applying forces on cer-
tain elements (such as joints) of the agent that interacts with
the environment, thus affecting its future states. A controller
takes one action, or a series of actions {a푡}, which ideallywould lead to the specific goal-state of the environment. Gen-
erally, the actions are sampled via a policy that takes into
consideration the current state. Changes in the state of the
environment are dictated by an underlying transition or dy-
namics function 푓 ∶ × →  which is generally unknown.
Our goal is to find a function 푓̂휃 that can approximate thetrue dynamics 푓 and which can be learned from a given finite
amount of data points.
If we consider the dynamics function 푓̂휃 as the derivativeof the state with respect to time as in Eq. (10), we can use
an ODE solver to obtain approximate values for the next
state of the environment given the current state and action by
integrating over a time interval. One important assumption
that this numerical evaluation must take into account is that
the action remains constant along the trajectory in the state-
action space, i.e., over the time interval between the current
state and the next one. This is true since the action is produced
by an external policy, and only then does the system evolve
for one time-step. Hence, we can parametrize the derivative
of the hidden state by a neural network with weights 휃, and
use numerical methods to compute an approximation of the
next state, ŝ푡+1, by integrating the following equation:
ŝ푡+1 = s푡 + ∫
푡+1
푡
푓̂ (s푡, a푡, 푡, 휃)푑푡. (11)
This equation can be used within a NODE architecture to
learn 푓̂휃 by sampling data-points from a replay buffer thatstores transitions from past interactions with the environ-
ment. There are two main choices here: (i) sample only data
points of two consecutive states and the corresponding ac-
tion (s푡, a푡, s푡+1), or (ii) sample sequences of actions and theassociated sequences of states. The first choice being the
conventional way of training dynamics models, while the
second one is our contribution that allows propagating the
state value prediction through a NODE dynamics model for
a specific horizon length.
Instead of doing prediction state to next state we can
extend the DyNODE model to include a whole sequence
of actions and try to predict not just the final step, but also
intermediate ones Fig. 1b (top), that is, propagating state
values through a neural ODE dynamics model. As we will
demonstrate empirically, this allows the model to better learn
the transition function, better generalize the learned dynamics
to samples outside of the training set when compared to a
canonical neural network that uses only next state prediction
during training.
In order to predict entire trajectories, we sample rollouts
of the form (s푡,A푡,S푡) where s푡 is the initial starting state and
A푡 = (a푡,… , a푡+퐻−1) and S푡 = (s푡+1,… , s푡+퐻 ) are vectorscontaining the sequence of actions and associated next states,
and 퐻 is the horizon length of the action sequence. The
model then uses the parametrized derivative of the hidden
state in order to compute the next state (11) for each sub-
sequent time-step. The loss of this model is calculated as
the mean of the absolute value of the difference between the
predicted and the true states over the entire rollout,
Path = 1|| ||∑푖=1( 1퐻
퐻∑
ℎ=1
|||푠푖푡+ℎ − 푠̂푖푡+ℎ|||), (12)
which resembles the PILCO algorithm (Deisenroth and Ras-
mussen, 2011), that analytically propagates uncertain state
distributions through a Gaussian process dynamics model
(see algorithm 1). Here, upper-script denotes the 푖-th dimen-
sion of the state and the lower-script denotes the ℎ-th state
from the horizon length퐻 .
Algorithm 1 DyNODE
1: Gather dataset  of random trajectories
2: Initialize dynamics model 푓̂휃
3: Input: evaluation steps 푚, 푇 = {푡1, ..., 푡푚∗|퐴|}, actions-sequence length |퐴|
4: Ŝ = List()
5: for iter = 1 to max_iter do
6: for ℎ = 0 to |퐴| do
7: 푇 ′ = {푡ℎ, ..., 푡ℎ+푚}
8: ŝ푡+ℎ+1 = ODESolver(푓̂휃 , s푡+ℎ, a푡+ℎ,Δ푡, 푚)
9: Append ŝ푡+ℎ+1 to Ŝ
10: end for
11: train 푓̂휃 by performing gradient descent on Eq. (12)
12: end for
5. Results
In order to test the DyNODE’s performance, we first
conducted a series of experiments on modelling continuous
dynamics on six environments, five from DeepMind Control
Suite (Tassa et al., 2018) and one environment (Mountain-
Car) from OpenAI Gym (Brockman et al., 2016). The low-
dimensionality of the latter allows for an easier interpretation
of its dynamics, since the evolution of the entire system can
be visualized in a single 2D phase space diagram. Then,
we used the DyNODE algorithm coupled with SAC in a RL
model-based framework that make use of model rollouts to
improve the critic target values on six DeepMind Control
Suite environments (Tassa et al., 2018) in order to assess its
performance on different tasks. The results of all experiments
are averaged across 5 random seeds.
5.1. Random Policy Trajectories
The samples were collected using a uniform random pol-
icy for all environments, for both training and evaluation (see
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Figure 2: Mean prediction error, with standard deviation, for both DyNODE models (Euler and RK4) and the neural network
baseline. Horizontal axis shows the number of environment samples used for training. The MPE is calculated for 10 evaluation
sequences of horizon length 퐻 = 200 each, and over 5 random seeds, collected with random policies.
Fig. 1a). We applied noise to the states for better perfor-
mance (Plappert et al., 2017; Wang and Ba, 2019). As for
the evaluation, 10 sequences of length퐻 = 200 steps were
collected, and the same evaluation trajectories were used for
all the models including the baseline. For open-loop dynam-
ics prediction, we compare the corresponding ground truth
states (s푡+1,… , s푡+퐻 ) to the dynamics model state predic-tions (ŝ푡+1,… , ŝ푡+퐻 ), generated by each sequence of actionsof the form (a푡,… , a푡+퐻−1),In Fig. 2, we show the overall dependency of the mean-
prediction error (MPE) with respect to the number of samples
collected from the environment. The MPE was computed
over all state dimensions, across the entire length (퐻) of the
sequence, and across 10 different evaluation sequences. As
the plots show, both DyNODE models (Euler and RK4) have
a better overall performance than the baseline model on all
but one of the environments (CartPole-Balance) on the few-
samples regimes. When the number of samples is large, they
match or surpass the asymptotic performance of the baseline.
Moreover, the standard deviation is considerably lower in
most cases for our model, indicating higher stability than the
baseline on the few-samples regime. The DyNODE Euler
and RK4 models, trained with an action sequence length of
20 and 7 respectively, has a significantly smaller MPE on the
high-dimensional environments, especially Reacher-Easy and
Walker-Walk, while exhibiting very good sample efficiency
on Cheetah-Run.
Table 1 presents the MPE values for all the environments
for the two DyNODE models (Euler and RK4) and the neural
network baseline for 3 different sizes of the training dataset.
The results showcase the good performance of the DyNODE
models for both low and high-dimensional environments and
both samples regimes. In Fig. 3 we illustrate the variation of
the cumulative prediction error as the length of the sequence
of actions increases. In this experiment, DyNODE yields
better generalization in 5 out of 6 tasks, which shows that this
method alleviates the effect of error accumulation across the
horizon length of the action sequences. The models in the
figure were trained using 1000 data-points. The DyNODE
matched or outperformed the baseline neural network on
both high and low sample regimes. In addition, DyNODE
models performs particularly well in the high-dimensional
environments, resulting in very low prediction errors and
robust models.
5.2. DyNODE with SAC for MBRL
We now present the results of a practical instantiation of
a model-based RL algorithm that uses the dynamics model
presented in the previous sections. DyNODE is a general
framework to learn dynamics model and can, in principle,
be combined with any RL algorithm that uses the model ei-
ther as an auxiliary task to improve sample-efficiency or to
sample rollouts and plan. To demonstrate the benefits of our
method in comparison with a neural network baseline, we
couple DyNODE with the soft-actor-critic (SAC) (Haarnoja
et al., 2018) algorithm, and then use the model predictions to
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Figure 3: Cumulative prediction error for 6 different continuous tasks. Horizontal axis show the horizon length of the action
sequences. The cumulative error is averaged over 10 evaluation sequences and 5 random seeds, collected with random policies.
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Table 1
Mean-prediction error for the 6 environments of the DyNODE model (using Euler or RK4
numerical integrator) and the neural network baseline. The 3 large rows were chosen in
order to show performance on both low and high sample regimes.
NO. SAMPLES ENVIRONMENT NN DYNODE-EULER DYNODE-RK4
CARTPOLE-SWINGUP 0.371 ± 0.065 0.309± 0.003 0.293± 0.026
MOUNTAINCAR 0.074± 0.011 0.028± 0.007 0.015± 0.001
200 CARTPOLE-BALANCE 0.261± 0.036 0.249± 0.038 0.326± 0.061
CHEETAH-RUN 0.109± 0.015 0.096± 0.003 0.094± 0.003
REACHER-EASY 0.301± 0.014 0.236± 0.014 0.232± 0.012
WALKER-WALK 0.208± 0.005 0.170± 0.003 0.172± 0.002
CARTPOLE-SWINGUP 0.370 ± 0.043 0.275± 0.014 0.278± 0.009
MOUNTAINCAR 0.047± 0.010 0.010± 0.004 0.012± 0.001
500 CARTPOLE-BALANCE 0.123± 0.041 0.143± 0.029 0.154± 0.028
CHEETAH-RUN 0.116± 0.027 0.102± 0.014 0.089± 0.006
REACHER-EASY 0.239± 0.013 0.225± 0.013 0.218± 0.011
WALKER-WALK 0.204± 0.002 0.167± 0.003 0.168± 0.002
CARTPOLE-SWINGUP 0.246 ± 0.013 0.253± 0.015 0.272± 0.006
MOUNTAINCAR 0.021± 0.001 0.005± 0.001 0.014± 0.001
3000 CARTPOLE-BALANCE 0.060± 0.003 0.059± 0.005 0.094± 0.005
CHEETAH-RUN 0.085± 0.002 0.085± 0.001 0.084± 0.003
REACHER-EASY 0.218± 0.006 0.168± 0.005 0.182± 0.006
WALKER-WALK 0.180± 0.002 0.152± 0.003 0.163± 0.003
improve value estimation as in MVE (Feinberg et al., 2018).
The value function is trained on both real and imaginary
states via the TD(k) trick. It has been shown that this simple
trick can improve sample efficiency even when using a deter-
ministic neural network as the transition function (Feinberg
et al., 2018). However, for this idea to work, TD(k) requires
accurate model predictions into the future, which is the main
advantage of using the DyNODE framework.
In Fig. 4 we show the learning curves for DyNODE cou-
pled to SAC for 6 DeepMind Control Suite environments
relative to MVE-SAC and SAC baselines (shadowed regions
indicate standard errors). At 100k environment steps DyN-
ODE achieves better asymptotic performance while being
also more data-efficient and stable that the MVE-SAC base-
line. More specifically, MVE-SAC improve performance in
2 of 6 tasks, while DyNODE-SAC improves performance in
5 out of 6 environments. These results also suggest that DyN-
ODE can be a more effective approach to exploit a model for
planning. In Cheetah-Run, both DyNODE-SAC and MVE-
SAC fail to outperform the SAC baseline, indicating the pres-
ence of some instabilities in this environment, which was
also pointed out by Buckman et al. (2018).
5.3. Trained Policy Trajectories
Finally, in order to test the DyNODE model performance
on data outside the training distribution, we use a trained pol-
icy to generate near-optimal action sequences for the Moun-
tainCar environment. As mentioned before, we chose this
environment because the low dimensionality of its phase
space allows for easy visualization and interpretation. In
this phase-space dynamics, every phase-point represents the
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Figure 5: Phase-space dynamics evolution of near-optimal ac-
tion sequences and the reconstruction of the optimal trajectory
with the DyNODE-RK4 model and the neural network baseline
for the MountainCar environment. The phase plot clearly shows
how the momentum and position increase with time-steps re-
sulting in a spiral trajectory. We also depict the density map
of training data points (blue region in the center) used during
training, corresponding to a single random rollout (1000 data
points).
complete physical state (or description) of the system un-
der consideration. We compared the DyNODE performance
against the neural network baseline at predicting the trajec-
tories generated by these sequences of actions. To further
illustrate the ability of the DyNODE to generalize outside the
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training distribution, we attempted to reconstruct the optimal
policy trajectory in phase space using both the DyNODE-
RK4 model and the neural network baseline in the case where
only a single random rollout (i.e. 1000 data points) was used
during training. Fig. 5 presents a density map of the train-
ing points belonging to one random trajectories. The figure
also shows that DyNODE can generalize well to unseen data
and has a significantly better predictive performance then the
neural network baseline.
6. Conclusion
We presented a new approach to train and learn dynamics
models, where instead of using a canonical neural network,
we have integrated control into a neural ordinary differential
equations model in order to better capture the underlying
dynamics that dictate the evolution of the environment. The
results presented show that the DyNODE model outperforms
the neural network baseline in both predictive performance
and sample efficiency in the majority of the tested environ-
ments. In most cases, DyNODE trained with less training
data surpasses other models that were trained with more data
in terms of prediction ability, indicating that better general-
ization can be achieved with fewer training samples. Notice
that, in this way, we are able to reduce the extrapolation error
since the model mitigates the effect of compounding error as
the length of the trajectory increases.
The experiments presented here were limited to using
only simple, explicit methods for numerical integration, but
still allowing DyNODE to outperform the neural network
baseline. Moreover, extending DyNODE to a probabilistic
or stochastic differential equation framework will allow us to
propagates uncertainty state distributions through a NODE
dynamics model while being better at generalization. Lastly,
we want to remark that some other hybrid methods combining
model-free and model-based RL approaches, such as the
Dyna-style algorithms, could also benefit from having access
to a more accurate model, like the one presented in this work.
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